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GREENEST

Dear Tim Walz,

Please make sure that Minnesota’s boundary waters do not become polluted from
sulfur-ore copper mining. We simply cannot risk the detriment of this national beauty to create
mines in natural areas.

This will not only affect the wildlife throughout the boundary waters, but can also lead to
adverse health effects in humans from pollutants in the watershed. Fish who swim in these
polluted waters will carry mercury with them to Minnesotans’ plates. Pollutants from just one
mine can affect the water quality for hundreds of years, so a whole chain of mines will destroy
this natural environment. The waste from sulfur-ore copper mining is stored in large piles which
can easily transfer toxins to the air and water. Any sort of destruction to these natural areas could
harm the tourism industry and local economies.

Thank you so much for all the work you have done rebuilding water pipes and sewage
systems for communities throughout Minnesota. Water is such an essential resource for every
individual so I appreciate your work to make sure it is accessible to all.

I ask you to take full action in preventing the construction of these mines and save our
beloved boundary waters!

Thank you,
Sofia Seidelmann, Edina High School
Project Green Challenge, Team JYSM



How would you bring awareness to this problem? How might you build a campaign with a
clear call to action to help the community fight back? Create a poster with a bold message
that will mobilize people to be the change. Here is some insight into how to build a
campaign.

I think one of the best ways to bring awareness to the problem is through social media
and other attention-getting media that people are bound to see throughout their day. The more
attention on this issue, the more the community will fight back. Reminding individuals of the
beauty of the boundary waters and what is at risk may mobilize people to fight against the
construction of these mines.

https://www.sreb.org/general-information/step-6-monitoring-and-reporting



